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- New best Jordans for sale Release date

a week to grab a shoe to come to an end, the frustration is still the original frustration, but we will open up new areas will be. this
week, we experienced SB Bruin KD7, Electric "Eel Nike", Mercurial Superfly CR7 Nike, Kobe 10 "Silk", Jordan XX9 Air, Jordan Air
4 "Laser" of China on sale. Every pair of shoes, whether hot or not, as long as someone in the artifact under the single, we will focus
on the day of the sale of the real situation, try to complete each task to get shoes. Today's AJ4Laser, we all know that the sale of Nike
will continue to be less, about 99% of the server and the manual line is a failure of the bar. Do not need to comfort each other, but
don't complain, let us share, try again next time! in addition to other shoes, we have done more than 80% of the success rate,
including the first time to join the football shoes to grab the calendar Mercurial Superfly Nike. This is what we are saying: when guests
are going to be joining the football shoes in the calendar! In addition to serving basketball shoes fans, we will actively respond to the
study of the big call, to provide a strong support for football fans! If you have other suggestions and needs, but also welcomed the
adoption of WeChat and other channels to the micro-blog! Android version after more than a week of testing, is becoming more and
more perfect; grab shoes fail to return part of the rules of gold coins are also being developed. Both will be released in the near
future, the implementation of this period of time, thanks to our support! when guest website (www.dunkhome.com) new revision,
focusing more prominent, especially the forum and the identification of two plates. forum is available to discuss, exchange,
consultation area, there is a demand for the sale of friends can also be through the forum's free sale area and buy district news
release. Follow the rules, actively speak, let us work together to create a real community sports equipment. is the most important
area of the final identification, two senior appraiser professional fast objective appraisal services and auxiliary views of masses
onlookers awesome will continue. In addition based on identification of Posts sellers archives and worth buy shoes recommended
part, which Taobao sellers fly we don't know, but we know which sellers are genuine, which sellers sell fakes. Whether you have
shoes need to be identified, or you want to express your opinion on the identification, are welcome to visit the customer identification.
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